A one-of-its-kind adventure fest in the country which caters to families who want not just to measure their sportiness, but also have a great active weekend with the entire household. Della Adventure Park was designed almost 10 years ago, on an innovative idea by entrepreneur, designer, hotelier and adventurer Jimmy Mistry. The park is now playing host to India's first family adventure challenge on September 23 in Lonavala. Each team shall consist of four members who must choose to compete in one of four categories. The challenge itself is broken up into three parts. The first challenge takes place on a professionally designed military-styled obstacle course where teams will have to compete across 20 obstacles. The second part of the challenge is a mountain trek of about two hours for a moderately fit individual. The third part of the challenge is at the Adventure Park where teams have to complete in the quickest time, five pre-selected exciting adventure activities like Della Knock Out, Rappelling, Artificial Rock Climbing, Crossbow (weapon) and Archery. The team that scores the maximum points across all three challenges will be crowned as India's first Family Adventure Challenge Champions.

The award ceremony for the champions will be held at a pool party at the stunning Della Resorts followed by an awesome night of revelry, music and fun. The winners from each category walk away with a cash prize of ₹25,000 and also get a free one night stay at the luxurious resort apart from other goodies and takeaways.

If there has been a successful amalgamation of adventure sports and high-end luxury, the adventure park would win that pride of place hands down. India's first extreme adventure park located in Lonavala has become the epicentre for more than 3,000 corporate events and family get-togethers in the last decade. The Della Adventure Park has over 70 adrenaline pumping activities with adventure-seekers flocking to the hill station in huge numbers. The biggest attractions at the park is the longest Flying Fox that is 1,250 feet long, Swoop Swing drops you a breath-gasping 100 feet, Moto Cross ATV rides includes a 700 cc monsters, and boasts of India's only adventure park where Yamaha YZ and Honda CR dirt bikes are available to ride.

It also provides best-in-class luxury services to satiate the varied tastes of a cosmopolitan clientele. Della Adventure Park has five multi-cuisine restaurants including the 24 hour gourmet fine diner, Café 24, PNF Restaurant & Bar, Crème Della (for Gujarati and Jain food lovers), Parsi Dhaba and Sports Bar and P18.

The large numbers of corporate events that have been held over the decade at the park cater to specific events that boost team-building and performance at work. These activities bring together people working on a stress-filled work environment to break the ice, understand work relationships and contribute to various project successes. And while by itself, the adventure park is the most premier adventure destination in the country, along with a 5-star resort, it becomes a perfect union of theme-based adventure luxury serving to the dare devil and the comfort seeker with equal aplomb.

Families also view the adventure park as a perfect weekend getaway destination to enjoy an absolutely thrilling time with their loved ones or close friends. Della adventure has everything to keep you excited with its various adventure activities for individuals as well as for family groups, making it an exciting choice to celebrate festive long weekends and special occasions.
To participate in this exciting challenge of a lifetime, call +91 9664488000 or register online at http://www.dellaadventure.com